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Cavitation appears to contribute to tissue injury in lithotripsy. Reports have shown that increasing
pulse repetition frequency@~PRF! 0.5–100 Hz# increases tissue damage and increasing static
pressure~1–3 bar! reduces cell damage without decreasing stone comminution. Our hypothesis is
that overpressure or slow PRF causes unstabilized bubbles produced by one shock pulse to dissolve
before they nucleate cavitation by subsequent shock pulses. The effects of PRF and overpressure on
bubble dynamics and lifetimes were studied experimentally with passive cavitation detection,
high-speed photography, andB-mode ultrasound and theoretically. Overpressure significantly
reduced calculated~100–2 s! and measured~55–0.5 s! bubble lifetimes. At 1.5 bar static pressure,
a dense bubble cluster was measured with clinically high PRF~2–3 Hz! and a sparse cluster with
clinically low PRF~0.5–1 Hz!, indicating bubble lifetimes of 0.5–1 s, consistent with calculations.
In contrast to cavitation in water, high-speed photography showed that overpressure did not suppress
cavitation of bubbles stabilized on a cracked surface. These results suggest that a judicious use of
overpressure and PRF in lithotripsy could reduce cavitation damage of tissue while maintaining
cavitation comminution of stones. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1500754#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shock wave lithotripsy~SWL! has proven to be highly
successful for the treatment of urinary stones. Indeed, e
with the emergence of endourological approaches for st
removal, the majority of calyceal and upper ureteral sto
are treated by SWL.1 Although it is accepted that SWL
works very well to break stones, there is increased aware
that shock waves cause collateral damage to the kidney2

Concern over adverse effects has stimulated interes
finding ways to improve lithotripsy. A logical first step to
ward this goal has been the effort to determine the phys
mechanisms of shock-wave action. This work, primarily
volving in vitro studies, has shown that cavitation plays
important role in stone fragmentation.3–5 Likewise, cavita-
tion is strongly implicated in causing the hemorrhagic les
that characterizes SW-induced damage to the kidney.6–10

a!Electronic mail: bailey@apl.washington.edu
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Thus, cavitation appears to be involved both in stone co
minution and tissue damage.

Several strategies have been proposed to control ca
tion in lithotripsy including alteration of the shock pulse
suppress bubble growth and protect tissue,11 and the use of
dual sequential pulses timed to increase the force of bub
collapse and, thereby, enhance stone breakage.12–16 These
strategies are potentially very useful, but they require t
physical modifications be made to the lithotripter.

Several studies have explored alternative methods to
fluence cavitation in SWL. One approach has been to
increased static pressure~overpressure! to minimize cavita-
tion at the focal point of the lithotripter. Delius17 found that
relatively low overpressures had a dramatic protective ef
on isolated cells. Maximal cell protection was achieved
overpressure of only'1 bar. Overpressure also reduced S
damage to stones, but the effect on cells was much m
pronounced. This opens the possibility that if low overpre
sure could be applied during SWL, tissue-damaging cav
1183183/13/$19.00 © 2002 Acoustical Society of America
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tion in the vasculature might be suppressed without inhi
ing stone fragmentation.

Another means to regulate cavitation and one tha
available to the urologist at the time of treatment is to cha
the pulse-repetition frequency~PRF!. Increasing the SW de
livery rate generates more cavitation bubbles.18 It has re-
cently been shown that stone fragmentationin vitro and in
vivo is significantly improved by slowing the SW rate.19 It
has also been demonstrated that delivery of SWs at very
rate increases kidney injury in experimental animals.20

These findings suggest that the combined use of o
pressure and manipulation of SW rate may result in redu
tissue damage without compromising stone comminuti
However, it is difficult to assess the potential value of the
strategies or to know how best to apply them because
mechanisms of the overpressure effect and the rate effec
not known. Therefore, we undertook a study involving n
merical calculations, ultrasound imaging, and high-sp
photography to characterize the effect of low overpress
and SW rate on cavitation bubble dynamics at the focus o
electrohydraulic lithotripter. We tested the hypothesis that
creased static pressure and decreased PRF act to reduce
tation activity by allowing bubbles to dissolve betwe
shock pulses. Bubbles that reside in close contact with
surface of a stone may be stabilized by that interaction
are more resistant to dissolution.21–23Thus under conditions
of overpressure or low PRF bubbles free within the s
rounding medium dissolve between pulses while bubbles
are stabilized within cracks and crevices persist and cont
to play a role in stone comminution.

II. THEORY

A. Basic equations

Our numerical model is the synthesis of a bubble d
namics model created by Church24 based on the Gilmore
equation25 and a bubble dissolution model described by E
stein and Plesset.26 As shown in Fig. 1, our model traces th
radius of a bubbleR(t) over time as the lithotripter pulse se
the bubble into a dramatic growth and collapse followed b
slow dissolution of the bubble. The lifetime of a bubble~tL* ,
the asterisk denotes a calculated value! was defined as the
time between the shock wave arrival until the bubble dis
lution. The model was used to calculate the lifetimetL* as a
function of overpressure, initial bubble radius, and sho
wave amplitude.

1. Lithotripter pulse model

In the calculations, it was supposed that a small bub
of radiusR0 exists in the medium. A lithotripter pulse arrive
at t50 and initiates the bubble dynamics. To represent
wave form radiated by an electrohydraulic lithotript
source, a theoretical temporal profilep8(t) was defined by
Church24 as p8(t)5p1Q(t)2e2at cos(vt1p/3), wherep1

is the peak positive pressure of the pulse,Q(t) is Heaviside
step function, and a59.13105 s21 and v/2p58.33
3104 s21 are characteristic decay constants. The pu
modeled after measured wave forms, is a short~'1 ms! spike
followed by a longer~'4 ms! pressure trough, so that th
1184 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2002
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total area of the wave form is equal to zero. The amplitude
the pulse is characterized by the peak positivep1 pressure
which has a fixed ratio with the peak negativep2 pressure
p1 /p2'6.25.

2. Bubble dynamics model

In the lithotripsy literature it is common to use a cavit
tion model based on the behavior of a single spher
bubble.24 Although this model is somewhat idealistic~in re-
ality a cluster of bubbles exists, and the bubbles are
spherical!, it adequately describes many features of the ca
tation phenomena.11,27–29In this work, the model of a single
spherical cavitation bubble~initial radiusR0 between 1 and
30 mm! was employed to study the effect of static press
(p051 – 4 bar) on cavitation in lithotripsy. Note thatp0 is
the absolute static pressure and therefore the overpressu
these calculations varied from 0 to 3 bar. Note that pressu
are expressed in bar not MPa for convenient compariso
standard atmospheric pressure~1 bar!. Fundamental assump
tions of the model are as follows: a single bubble exists in
infinite liquid medium; the bubble remains spherical at
times; the interior of the bubble~e.g., temperature, pressur
gas concentration! is spatially uniform; the radius of the
bubble is much less than the characteristic length of
acoustic excitation at the corresponding time; body for
~e.g., gravity! have negligible effect on the bubble pulsatio
the gas within the bubble behaves as an ideal gas; gas

FIG. 1. CalculatedR(t) curves~solid lines! for different amplitude shock
wavesp15100, 500, and 1000 bar and varying static pressurep051, 2, and
3 bar. Initial bubble radius wasR053 mm. The driving lithotripter wave
forms are shown as dashed lines. Time intervals A and B, divided by do
lines, distinguish different stages in bubble dynamics. The maximum bu
radius and the bubble lifetime increased withp1 and decreased withp0 .
Sapozhnikov et al.: Overpressure in lithotripsy
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tent in the bubble is changing because of gas diffusion
and out of the surrounding liquid; and vapor pressure in
gas is constant.

The bubble radiusR(t) is described by the Gilmore
equation,25

S 12
Ṙ

C
DRR̈1

3

2
S 12

Ṙ

3C
D Ṙ2

5S 11
Ṙ

C
DH1S 12

Ṙ

C
D RdH

Cdt
, ~1!

where a dot signifies a time derivative,C is the sound speed
in the liquid at the bubble wall, andH is the difference be-
tween the specific enthalpy in water at the bubble wall re
tive to the specific enthalpy in the liquid far from the bubb

H5E
p`

p~R! dp

r
. ~2!

Herep(R) is the pressure in the liquid at the bubble w
andp`5p01p8 is the pressure, staticp0 plus acousticp8, in
liquid far from the bubble. Pressurep and densityr in the
liquid are related by the Tait equation,

p5A~r/r0!G2B, ~3!

where A5C0
2r0 /p0G, B5A2p0 , G is an empirical con-

stant,p0 is the static pressure in the liquid. The parameters
water were used for further numerical simulations:G57, the
equilibrium densityr051000 kg/m3, the sound speedC0

51485 m/s. From Eqs.~2! and ~3!, the enthalpy can be ex
pressed in terms of pressure:

H5
A1/G

r0

G

G21
$@p~R!1B#~G21!/G2@p`1B#~G21!/G%.

~4!

The sound speed at the bubble wall,C, can be found from
the enthalpy:

C25C0
21~G21!H. ~5!

The pressure in the liquid at the bubble wall is given by

p~R!5pg2
2s

R
2

4mṘ

R
, ~6!

where pg is the pressure of the gas within the bubble,s
50.0725 N/m is the surface tension, andm50.001 kg/m/s is
the coefficient of shear viscosity of water. The gas press
pg is proportional to the quantity of gas in the bubble and
gas temperature. Following the method described
Church,24 we model the complicated bubble dynamics
each temporal step as two elementary separate substep
each step, we model the change of bubble radius due to
gas diffusion isothermally and the change of bubble rad
due to pressure and inertia adiabatically. The calculation p
ceeds as follows: first, the bubble radius was modeled
changing isothermally from its current valueR to a so-called
equilibrium radiusR0n , following the change of the gas i
the bubble to its current number of molesn; and second, the
bubble radius changes adiabatically from theR0n to the new
radiusR with no change inn.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2002
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The first process of bubble radius change due to dif
sion takes place slowly under constant static pressure, so
gas pressure isp012s/R0n . The equilibrium radius can be
found from the equation of the isothermal process in an id
gas, written for the initial and current parameters of t
bubble:

~p012s/R0!R0
3

n0
5

~p012s/R0n!R0n
3

n
. ~7!

The solution of this cubic equation can be expressed in
following form:

R0n5~a1Aa22b!1/31~a2Aa22b!1/32
2s

3p0
,

~8!

a5
n

n0

R0
3

2 S 11
2s

p0R0
D2S 2s

3p0
D 3

, b5S 2s

3p0
D 6

.

In the second adiabatic process, the equation forR is
pgR3g5(p012s/R0n)R0n

3g , whereg is the adiabatic expo-
nent of the gas. Using Eq.~7!, the gas pressure can be writte
as follows:24

pg5S p01
2s

R0
D n

n0
S R0

R D 3gS R0n

R0
D 3~g21!

. ~9!

The gas diffusion in the liquid is described by the diffusio
equation

]c

]t
1u

]c

]r
5D

1

r 2

]

]r S r 2
]c

]r D , ~10!

wherec is gas concentration~the number of moles of gas pe
unit volume!, r is the radial coordinate,u is the radial com-
ponent of the liquid velocity, andD is the diffusion constant
of the gas in the liquid. The constantD52.4231029 m2/s
for air dissolved in water at 20 °C. The liquid can be cons
ered as incompressible most of the time, which gives
following expression for the radial velocity:u5R2Ṙ/r 2. At
the initial time, the concentration of dissolved gas is unifo
and equal toci . Usually this value is less than the saturat
gas concentrationc0 at the initial static pressurep0 . The
relative initial concentration can be characterized by the ra
f 5ci /c0 . The value ofc0 is related to the static pressurep0

by Henry’s lawc05kHp0 , wherekH is a constant. Equation
~10! for the dissolved gas concentrationc(r ,t) has to be
solved at t.0 and r .R. The initial condition isc(r ,0)
5ci , the boundary conditions arec(`,t)5ci and c(R,t)
5cs , wherecs is saturated gas concentration in liquid at t
bubble interface. According to Henry’s law,cs5kHpg , or,
neglecting the dependence of the Henry’s constantkH on
temperature,

cs5c0pg /p0 . ~11!

We are interested in calculating the bubble lifetimetL* ,
which includes excitation of the bubble by a lithotript
pulse, consequent expansion, collapse, rebounds, and fi
the bubble dissolution due to gas diffusion from the bub
interior to the liquid. The direct numerical solution of E
~10! is computationally intensive; therefore appropriate a
proximations are desired to simplify it. These approxim
1185Sapozhnikov et al.: Overpressure in lithotripsy
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tions have already been used in papers on cavitation and
different for different stages in the bubble cycle.24,26,30 We
use the approximation by Eller and Flynn,30 as Church24 did,
for region A in Fig. 1 where the bubble radius is rapid
changing, and the approximation by Epstein and Plesset26 for
region B where the static bubble slowly dissolves. The
plication and appropriateness of the models are discusse
the following with reference to the radius versus time pl
in Fig. 1. Church24 described in more detail the applicatio
of the Eller and Flynn model to lithotripsy.

During the time when the bubble is growing and collap
ing ~region A in Fig. 1!, the gas concentration in the liqui
varies from the saturated valuecs to the uniform valueci in
a very thin spherical layer near the gas–water interface,
cause the interface is moving. The thickness of this layer
be estimated from Eq.~10! asd5ADt* , wheret* is a char-
acteristic time. During the firstt1'3 ms, the transition layer
thickness is on the order ofd1'0.1mm, which is much less
than the bubble radius at this time,R1'3 – 200mm ~see Fig.
1!. For hundreds of microseconds, the layer continues
grow (d2'1 mm), but so does the bubble (R2

'100– 1000mm). The use of the inequalityd/R!1 in Eq.
~10!, as was shown by Eller and Flynn30 in their first-order
approximation, results in the following expression for t
number of gas moles in the bubble:

n5n024ApDE
0

t F~t8!

At2t8
dt8, ~12!

wheret5*0
t R4(t8)dt8 andF5cs2ci .

Bubble growth is followed by collapse and several ‘‘r
bounds,’’ subsequent growth and collapse cycles. Dur
each of the collapses the radius of the bubble becomes s
enough that the assumptiond/R!1 breaks down. However
each collapse stage is short, a small bubble has a small
face area through which diffusion can take place, and
there is little change in the value ofn. Therefore we continue
to use Eq.~12! throughout the collapse and rebound region
ensure we capture the diffusion at the times when the bu
is large enough—the error induced in the calculation on
will be negligible.24

Then, after abouttm'1 ms ~region B in Fig. 1!, the
bubble has stopped pulsating. Its equilibrium radiusRm

5R(tm) is larger than the initial bubble radiusR0 because of
gas diffusion into the bubble during bubble growth. No
surface tension, static pressure, and a gas concentration
dient drive gas diffusion from the bubble to the liquid, lea
ing to the bubble dissolution (n50). Eller and Flynn’s ap-
proximation is not valid during this process. On the oth
hand, the bubble radius during dissolution varies relativ
slowly. Therefore, it is possible to setu50 in Eq. ~10!. The
resulting diffusion equation has an analytical solution in
form of the convolution of the corresponding Green’s fun
tion with the initial distribution of the dissolved gas conce
tration. At timet5tm , the diffusion layer thicknessdm is of
the order of several micrometers, so it is still smaller than
corresponding bubble radius (Rm>10mm).24 Therefore, one
can use an approximationdm→0 to simplify the initial con-
dition at t5tm :c(r ,tm)5ci . The boundary conditions att
1186 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2002
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.tm are the same as att,tm :c(`,t)5ci and c(R,t)5cs .
Then, for the number of gas moles in the bubble,24 one has

dn

dt
524pR2D~cs2ci !S 1

R
1

1

ApD~ t2tm!
D . ~13!

Note that at small timet2tm , Eq. ~13! gives the same ex
pression fordn/dt as Eq.~12! at smallt. However for larger
time, these equations differ substantially. In Eq.~13! it is not
assumed that the diffusion layer is thin.

During the slow changes of the bubble size, the gas te
perature can be considered as a constant value equal t
liquid temperatureT0 . The isothermal gas process is go
erned by

pg
4
3pR35nGT0 , ~14!

whereG58.31 m3 Pa/mol K is a universal gas constant. Th
bubble radius no longer needs to be modeled by the dyna
equations@Eqs.~1!–~9!#, instead one can use the quasista
equation:

pg5p01
2s

R
. ~15!

Equations~13!–~15! give the following equation for the
bubble radius:

dR

dt
52K

12 f 1
2s

p0R

11
4s

3p0R

S 1

R
1

1

ApD~ t2tm!
D , ~16!

whereK5GT0DkH
21 and f 5ci /c0 . The initial condition is

R5Rm at t5tm . Note that the choice of the value oftm is
somewhat arbitrary:tm should be larger than the time whe
the bubble rebounding finishes, but much smaller than
lifetime tL . In the case of bubble behavior in the lithotript
field, the choicetm51 ms is reasonable. The right-hand si
of Eq. ~16! has singularities att→tm and whenR→0. These
singularities can be avoided by calculating the value oj
5At2tm as a function ofR, instead of consideringR as a
function of t. The equation forj5j(R) follows from Eq.
~16!:

dj

dR
52

ApD

2K

RS R1
4s

3p0
D

~R1jApD !FR~12 f !1
2s

p0
G . ~17!

The functionj(R) is to be calculated when the bubble radi
changes fromR5Rm to R50 to complete dissolution of the
bubble. The initial condition isj(R5Rm)50.

Therefore, Eq.~1! was solved numerically to calculat
rapid bubble motion, and Eq.~17! was then solved to calcu
late the slow bubble dissolution. To solve for fast bubb
motion, Eq. ~1! was written as two first-order differentia
equations for bubble wall radiusR and velocitydR/dt. A
fifth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm with adaptive step-si
control was used on a nonuniform time gridDt(t) that fol-
lowed the dynamics of the bubble.31 Equation~12! was inte-
grated simultaneously on the same time grid and yielde
Sapozhnikov et al.: Overpressure in lithotripsy
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calculation of gas diffusion during rapid motion. The numb
of molesn, the derivativedn/dt, equilibrium bubble radius
R0n , and gas pressure in the bubblepg were calculated a
each time pointt for use in solving Eq.~1! at the next time
step. The values ofpg andR0n were obtained explicitly using
Eqs. ~8! and ~9! from the known values ofR and n. The
derivativedn/dt was calculated using backward finite diffe
ence with the solutions forn at the current and previous tim
points. However, the solution for the number of molesn, Eq.
~12!, is implicit, as it depends on not-yet-known values ofpg

andR0n . An iterative procedure was employed at each ti
point to calculaten→R0n→pg→n→¯ .24 Initial values of
R0n and pg for iteration were obtained from the number
moles,n1dn/dt Dt, extrapolated linearly from the previou
time point. Linear extrapolation forn was also used for the
Runge–Kutta evaluations within the full time step. R
times for eachR(t) curve were less than 10 min on a Com
paq XP1000 workstation. During the second slow stage
bubble dissolution, Eq.~17! was solved numerically by
fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm. Parameter values c
sen were for water at laboratory conditions:s
50.0725 N/m, m50.001 N s/m2, r051000 kg/m3, C0

51485 m/s, T0520 °C, g51.4, and kH50.78231025

mol/m/N.
The value of initial gas concentration in water is an im

portant parameter in studying the effect of overpressure. T
limiting cases can be considered. In one limiting case,
water has been given sufficient time~and mixing! at over-
pressure to become saturated: absolute gas concentratici

increases proportionally withp0 , such that the relative ga
concentrationf 51 for all p0 . In the other limiting case, the
ambient pressure changes quickly so thatci is constant, and
f varies inversely proportionally withp0 . Our experiments
closely modeled the latter case because our system had
small gas/water interfaces through which air could diffu
Therefore, all simulations were performed assuming a
change of the pressurep0 . Initial gas concentrationci in
water was taken equal to the saturation value at atmosph
conditions,ci5c0(p051 bar)50.7899 mol/m3, which cor-
responds tof 51 for p051 bar andf }1/p0 . The effect of
variablef has been explored by Epstein and Plesset,26 and as
might be expected, the lower the concentration of air in
water the faster the bubble dissolves.

B. Theoretical results

CalculatedR(t) curves describing the bubble life ar
shown in Fig. 1 for a bubble with initial radius 3mm. Cal-
culations are shown for shock waves with peak acou
pressuresp15100, 500, and 1000 bar and for absolute sta
pressurep051, 2, and 3 bar. The bubble radius curves a
solid, and each dashed line represents the acoustic pre
of the lithotripter pulse driving the bubble. All axes exce
acoustic pressure are plotted in logarithmic scale. It is s
that the initial positive-pressure spike of the lithotripter pu
results in a rapid constriction of the bubble to a radius of l
than 1 mm ~the first collapse!. Then, the negative-pressu
phase of the lithotripter pulse initiates the growth of t
bubble. The inertia imparted to the liquid surrounding t
bubble is sufficiently large that the bubble continues to gr
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2002
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after the lithotripter pulse has passed. Growth continues f
relatively long period~in excess of 100ms!. Eventually, the
static pressure in the fluid forces the bubble to collap
again. We denote the time of this inertial collapse astc* . At
about 1 ms, after a series of rebounds~subsequent smalle
growth and collapse cycles!, the bubble attains a stable ra
dius referred to by Church as the ‘‘time-varying equilibriu
radius.’’24 The term equilibrium radius is used here, to
although the radius is changing slowly as the bubble d
solves. The equilibrium radius is larger than the initial radi
because during the expansion phase of the bubble, the
concentration within the bubble is low, and gas from t
surrounding liquid diffuses into the expanded bubble. Ho
ever, the nonpulsating bubble slowly dissolves, the bub
radius tends to zero, and finally, the bubble disappears. T
time tL* defines the bubble lifetime.

For a given shock amplitude one can observe that
static pressure has a negligible effect on bubble dynam
during the first 10ms. The strong negative acoustic pressu
of the lithotripter pulse drives the bubble at this period. T
peak positive (p15100– 1000 bar) and negative (p2

516– 160 bar) pressure amplitudes in the lithotripter pu
are much greater thanp0 ~1–3 bar!.

After the lithotripter pulse has passed, the static press
becomes the main factor driving the inertial behavior of t
bubble. As a result, the increase inp0 gives rise to a short-
ening of the collapse timetC* , a decrease in maximum
bubble radius, and an increase in minimum radius. The e
librium radius decreases and the lifetimetL* shortens for
higherp0 .

The lifetime tL* shows how fast cavitation bubble
dissolve—these bubbles are potential nucleation seeds
cavitation during a subsequent shock wave. The lithotrip
pulse repetition period (T51/PRF) is of the order ofT
51 s. If the lifetime exceeds this value, the cavitati
bubbles do not have enough time to dissolve between
cessive pulses, and the cavitation should be very p
nounced. If, however,tL* ,T, then the cavitation seeds dis
solve before the next shock wave arrives, and one wo
expect that cavitation may be diminished. It is instructiv
therefore, to study how the lifetimetL* depends on various
parameters, in particular, on initial bubble radius,R0 , static
pressure,p0 , and the lithotripter pulse peak pressure,p1 .

Figure 2 shows curves for lifetimeversusinitial bubble

FIG. 2. Calculated bubble lifetimetL* for p15500 bar as a function of
initial bubble radiusR0 for p051, 2, and 3 bar. Lifetime, which starts with
arrival of the lithotripter pulse and ends with bubble dissolution, is fai
insensitive toR0 especially in the range 1–10mm.
1187Sapozhnikov et al.: Overpressure in lithotripsy
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radius at different static pressuresp0 . The lithotripter pulse
peak pressure equalsp15500 bar. One can see from the
curves that lifetime is fairly insensitive to the initial bubb
size, especially ifR0,10mm. This insensitivity is in agree
ment with the results of Church,24 who calculated that the
R(t) curves for a bubble in a lithotripter are practically ide
tical for differentR0 . As a result, the amount of the gas th
diffuses into the bubble during the relatively long period
its inertial behavior is also insensitive to the value ofR0 .
Note that the amount of diffused gas exceeds the in
amount of gas in the bubble by a factor of 10– 104. There-
fore, gas diffusion makes the equilibrium bubble radius a
the inertial collapse and rebounds,Rm , fairly independent of
R0 . The corresponding curves forRm vs R0 calculated att
51 ms are shown in Fig. 3. For small values ofR0 , the
slopes of the curves are nearly zero; in other words, m
values ofR0 produce roughly the sameRm . For larger values
of R0 the amount of diffused gas becomes smaller than
initial amount of gas in the bubble, andRm asymptotically
approachesR0 . For higher static pressures the influence
the initial bubble radius starts at smaller values ofR0 .

Figure 4 shows the lifetimetL* versusstatic pressurep0

for different lithotripter pulse amplitudesp1 . SincetL* de-
pends only weakly on initial bubble radius,R0 in all calcu-
lations was 3mm. At p051 bar, tL* ranges from 3 to 400 s
Larger p2 , corresponding to increasedp1 , caused the
bubble to grow larger and last longer before it collapsed. T
larger, longer growth causes more gas infusion into
bubble, which creates a larger bubbleRm after growth and
collapse. The larger bubble subsequently takes longer to
solve. It is seen that lifetimes quickly decrease with incre
of static pressure. Atp054 bar, the range oftL* values is
reduced to 0.2–3 s, more than one order of magnitude
than forp051 bar. Absolute values oftL* are subject to ini-
tial gas saturation levelsf and the accuracy of the lithotripte
pulse model; however modest overpressures two order

FIG. 3. Equilibrium bubble radiusRm at 1 ms following growth and col-
lapse, as a function of initial bubble radiusR0 for p15500 bar andp0

51, 2, and 3 bar. RadiusRm is fairly insensitive toR0 especially in the
range 1–10mm.
1188 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2002
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magnitude less thanp1 or p2 strongly reducetL* . Figure 5
shows that for peak pressuresp1 ~ordinate! less than 320 bar
and static pressurep053 bar, tL* is less than 1 s. Therefor
for a standard clinical exposure~320 bar, 1 Hz!,32 increasing
the static pressure to 3 bar means bubbles created by
pulse dissolve before the next pulse arrives.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Materials and methods

1. Lithotripters

A Dornier HM-3 electrohydraulic lithotripter~Dornier
Medical Systems, GmbH! was used for the pipette exper
ments shown in Fig. 10. All other experiments were co
ducted in a research lithotripter patterned after the Dorn
HM-3 lithotripter.32 Refurbished Dornier electrodes~Service

FIG. 4. Calculated lifetimetL* vs static pressurep0 for initial bubble radius
R053 mm andp15100, 500, and 1000 bar. Larger negative pressure
cursions p2 , corresponding to increasedp1 , cause longer and large
bubble growth, which creates increased gas influx, largerRm , and longer
lifetime. The lifetime decreased dramatically with increased static pres
p0 and with decreased lithotripter pulse amplitudep1 . The horizontal
dashed line marks the pulse repetition period of 1 s, which corresponds
typical clinical rate of 1 Hz. The vertical dashed lines indicate the cor
sponding static pressure for the different positive peak pressures.

FIG. 5. Calculated lifetimetL* vs lithotripter pulse amplitudep1 for p0

51, 2, and 3 bar,R053 mm. Lifetimes are higher for stronger acoust
driving pressures, because the bubble grows larger. Static pressure ac
ates dissolution primarily by increasing the gas concentration grad
across the gas–liquid interface. At the clinical lithotripsy conditionsp1

5320 bar and PRF51 Hz, static pressurep053 bar ~bubble lifetime tL*
,1 s! causes bubbles to dissolve between pulses. The horizontal dashe
marks the pulse repetition period of 1 s, which corresponds to a typ
clinical rate of 1 Hz. The vertical dashed lines indicate the correspond
positive peak pressures for the different static pressures.
Sapozhnikov et al.: Overpressure in lithotripsy
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Trends, Kennesaw, GA! were used. Dimensions of the bra
ellipsoidal reflector were half major axisa513.8 cm and
half minor axisb57.75 cm. The reflector was 1.3 cm sho
of being a semiellipsoid. Charging potentials 18, 20, and
kV were used, and the capacitance was 80 nF. Water
de-ionized and NaCl was added to reach a conductivity
600 mS/cm. Water was degassed to 4 ppm of oxygen. W
temperature was 37 °C in the clinical bath and 22 °C in
research bath. Peak positive pressures at 18 kV charging
tential were 350680 bar ~mean6standard error forN510
measurements! measured with a Reference Shock Wave H
drophone~Sonic Industries, Hatboro, PA!. Higher charging
potential produced larger positive and negative pressu
Clevelandet al.32 described in more detail the design a
acoustic output of the research lithotripter.

Lithotripter pulses were triggered at several pulse rep
tion frequencies~PRFs!. The slowest PRF, referred to as th
slow rate, was single pulses triggered minutes apart. C
cally relevant rates of 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 Hz were also inve
gated. Measurements were made on the last of ten pu
triggered at these rates.

2. Containers and pressure chambers

Measurements were made of cavitation in water in pr
sure chambers placed in the lithotripter. Three types of c
tainers were used: a polyethylene terephthalate~PETE! soda
bottle ~‘‘pressure bottle’’!33 with a flange, 4 mL, low-density
polyethylene pipette bulbs~Sigma Chemical Company, S
Louis, MO!, and a plastic chamber~‘‘pressure cube’’! with
glass and mylar ports~2.5 cm diameter! for optical and
acoustic windows.23 The length, diameter, and wall thickne
of the approximately cylindrical pressure bottle were 13
80, and 0.3 mm and of the pipette bulb were 42, 15, and
mm. The experimental setup with the pressure cube is sh
in Fig. 6. A 12.7-mm-thick polyphenylene oxide~PPO! bot-

FIG. 6. Experimental setup with the pressure cube. A high-speed ca
recorded backlit images of the bubbles through a glass window. A thin m
window in the cube enabled detection of acoustic emissions from collap
bubbles with a passive cavitation detector~PCD!—Ref. 33. Lithotripter
pulses passed through a polyphenylene oxide~PPO! plate that was acousti-
cally well-matched to water~Ref. 32!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2002
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tom plate on the chamber transmitted the lithotripter pul
with negligible change of wave form or amplitude at th
focus.34 The top plate was made of the same material, a
negligible reflection was measured. Compressed air~1–3 bar
gauge! was used to pressurize each chamber. Pressure
elevated for 1 min before measurements were made.
water–air interface was small to minimize gas diffusion in
the water and was contained in the 0.25 in.~6.4 mm! inner
diameter of the pressure tubing. Hose barbs, quick disc
nect pressure fittings, and plastic wire ties were used to c
nect segments of tubing and pipettes. The water in the ch
bers was taken from the lithotripter water bath.

3. High-speed photography

Cavitation in the water tank was filmed with a Koda
Ektapro 4540 high-speed digital camera~Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, NY! at a rate of 40 500 frames/s~i.e.,
each frame was exposed for 25ms!. We used a 24–120 mm
lens with and without a 23-magnifying lens. The focal area
was backlit with a 1000 W lamp and was filmed through t
acrylic wall of the tank. The sensor had 64364 pixels, and
images were presented in 256 grayscale levels. The 10 o
mm square images~30 mm depth of focus! captured the clus-
ter of bubbles growing and collapsing along the lithotrip
axis which ran from lower right to upper left in the imag
Images were stored on VHS videotape. Video images w
digitized from videotape and analyzed with NIH Image~Be-
thesda, MD! on a Macintosh G3 computer. The images
Fig. 12 were acquired with an Imacon 200 high speed ca
era ~DRS Hadland, Cupertino, CA! and stored digitally. A
1000 J flash lamp provided lighting from the front, and e
posure times were 100 ns/frame. Interframe spacing was
ms, and the camera resolution was 1280 by 1024 pixels
Fig. 12, two images are shown selected from many 15-im
movie sequences.

4. Passive cavitation detection

A passive acoustic cavitation detector~PCD! recorded
the shock waves emitted during bubble collapse.35,36 The
concave piezoceramic sensing element had a radius of
vature of 200 mm, an aperture diameter of 100 mm, an
resonance frequency of 1.08 MHz. The acoustic axes of
lithotripter and the PCD were perpendicular and confoc
The output signal was high-pass filtered~300 kHz! to remove
noise created by excitation of a radial resonance of the s
ing element. Signals were demodulated to remove 1 M
ringing by the PCD. The PCD has been calibrated35 for cavi-
tation bubble collapses, and a filtered PCD signal of 1
corresponds to an acoustic emission from a bubble with
plitude 9.5 MPa at 10 mm from the center of the cavitati
bubble.

The PCD signal typically consisted of two spikes. T
first spike occurred when the lithotripter pulse first interac
with any bubbles initially present in the focal region. Th
spike resulted from nonlinear scattering from bubbles~i.e., a
combination of simple scattering and sound generated by
bubble motion!. The bubbles then grew and collapsed. A se

ra
r
g
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ond spike was emitted when the collapse halted. The t
between the spikes associated with the growth and colla
is referred to as the collapse timetC .

Both the PCD and the high-speed camera were simu
neously triggered by a photodetector32 that detected the spar
discharge that initiated the lithotripter pulse. The discha
occurred at timet50. The lithotripter pulse arrived at th
focal pointF2 after 180ms because it traveled the length
the major axis 2a5276 mm at a sound speedC
'1.5 mm/ms. The high-speed camera first recorded bubb
in the frame ~each frame was 25ms in duration! at t
5180ms. The PCD had an extra delay of the acoustic tra
time from F2 to the PCD element (200 mm/1.5 mm/ms
5133ms). In PCD measurements presented in this pa
the 133ms delay has been subtracted from the time axis
easier comparison to camera images.

5. Diagnostic ultrasound

B-mode ultrasound images were obtained using a cl
cal Bruel and Kjaer 3535 diagnostic ultrasound scanner a
7.5 MHz curved scan head~model 8545!. The frame rate was
34 frames/s, and the displayed mechanical index@MI
5derated peak negative pressure~MPa! over the square roo
of the frequency~MHz!# was 0.8. The scan head wa
mounted rigidly in the water such that the lithotripter ax
was at the 5 cm depth of the image where the scanner
focused. Images were recorded to videotape and later tr
ferred to a Macintosh G3 for analysis. NIH Image softwa
was used to quantify the length of time that echogenic
gions on the image persisted. Histograms of pixel-graysc
level were measured for a sequence of image frames. Ti
were determined by the number of consecutive frames c
taining pixels within the region of interest brighter than
threshold value.

B. Experimental results

1. Free field

The lithotripter created a cylindrical cluster of cavitatio
bubbles.11,36,37 Figure 7 shows the cluster in a sequence
high-speed frames. In the first frame, a pointer indicates
geometric focusF2 of the lithotripter and the direction o
pulse propagation along the lithotripter axis. The remain
frames show the result of the last lithotripter pulse in a
quence of ten lithotripter pulses triggered at 1 Hz and 24
Static pressurep0 was 1 bar. At 222ms ~42 ms after the
shock wave arrived at the focus! a cluster of bubbles wa
starting to grow along the shock wave axis. The bubb
grew in size, and the cluster reached dimensions of 1.5 cm
diameter by greater than 8 cm in length~frames at 444 and
519 ms!. The cluster then collapsed to a narrow line
bubbles~frame at 741ms! after more than 500ms. The last
two frames showed ‘‘rebound’’ or secondary growth and c
lapse of the cluster.35

2. Overpressure

Overpressure dramatically suppressed bubbles as se
Fig. 8. Both images show the pressure bottle33 positioned in
the lithotripter field. In the top frame, pressure in the bot
1190 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2002
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and in the surrounding water was 1 bar, and the field w
very similar to that in Fig. 7 without the bottle. In the botto
frame, static pressure in the bottle had been increased
bar, and no bubbles were seen in the bottle.

Acoustic emissions from the bubbles were observed
correlate with collapses of the bubble cluster. Figure 9 sho
video images of the cluster and simultaneous PCD meas
ments recorded in the pressure cube. Atp051 bar, a large
dense cluster grows and collapses intC'350ms. A strong
spike was recorded by the PCD at 180ms when bubbles were
first seen in the images and again'350 ms later when the
bubbles collapsed. Timing agreement was excellent. Atp0

51.5 bar, very sparse and short-lived bubbles appea
Very little signal was detected by the PCD, likely becau
few bubbles existed at the PCD focus. When a two-sp
signal was detected,tC was less than 200ms. This reduction
in tC with overpressure was in good agreement with cal
lations and measurements reported by Clevelandet al.22 and
our calculations in Fig. 1. An increase in static pressure
only 0.5 bar significantly reduced the number of bubb
seen, the measured collapse timestC of the bubbles, and the
signal detected by PCD.

An ultrasound scanner and a pressurized pipette b
were used to investigate the reduction in bubble density

FIG. 7. A time sequence of high-speed photographs of cavitation produ
by the lithotripter. The pointer in the first frame~upper left! marks the focal
point of the lithotripter and shows the direction of acoustic propagat
along the lithotripter axis. Each frame shows a 7.25 by 7.25 cm field
view. A cylindrical cluster ('1.53.8 cm) of bubbles formed and col
lapsed to a 1.5 mm thin line in about 500ms. Lithotripter charging potential
was 24 kV,p051 bar, and PRF51 Hz.
Sapozhnikov et al.: Overpressure in lithotripsy
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FIG. 8. High-speed images in and around a polyethylene terephth
~PETE! bottle. Pressure in the bottle wasp051 bar~a! and 4 bar~b!; outside
the bottlep051 bar in both cases. In the pressurized bottle, no bubbles w
seen. Good acoustical transmission is evidenced by the presence of a
tation cluster on both sides of the bottle. Lithotripter charging potential w
18 kV and PRF51 Hz.

FIG. 9. Simultaneous high-speed camera images and passive cavitatio
tection for p051 bar and 1.5 bar, charging potential 18 kV, and PR
51 Hz. At p051 bar, a dense cluster of bubbles grew and bubbles
lapsed. The PCD spikes bracketed the growth and collapse;tC'350ms. At
p051.5 bar, few bubbles were seen and little signal was detected. Bub
and signal lasted less than 200ms. The overpressure of only 0.5 bar dr
matically reduced the number and the lifetime of the cavitation bubbles
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2002
overpressure. The scanner imaged from the top of the b
and the lithotripter pulse propagated from the right in t
inset images in Fig. 10.22 Pipette bulbs were filled with non
degassed water, and single lithotripter pulses~18 kV! were
fired. The ultrasound scanner was too slow to detect thetC ,
but it displayed bright echoes likely from residu
bubbles,22,38,39which were too small to be seen in the hig
speed camera images after bubble collapse. The inset in
10 shows ultrasound images atp051 bar ~left! and p0

52 bar ~right!, 1 s after pulse arrival. The echogenic clou
that filled the pipette at atmospheric pressure (p051 bar)
was subsequently seen to dissipate byt560 s. At p0

52 bar, no bright echoes were detected in ultrasound ima
of the pipette. This result indicates that overpressure ei
suppressed bubble growth altogether, or the lifetime of
bubbles was too short to be recorded.

Figure 10 shows a plot of bubble lifetime versusp0 .
Figure 10 compares the calculated lifetimetL* for selected
shock wave amplitudes~solid lines! with the measured life-
time tL of hyperecho in the pipette~diamonds!. An initial
radius ofR053 mm was used in the calculations, but reca
that the calculations were not very sensitive to initial bub
size. Peak pressures of the pulses werep15384662 bar and
p25100614 bar ~mean6standard error for N510
measurements!32 but could not be recorded simultaneous
with the measurement. Curves were calculated for three
ues ofp1 to cover the range ofp1 produced by interspark
variation. LifetimetL measured onB-mode ultrasound image
was the time between the interference caused by spark
charge and hyperecho dissipation and was quantified on d
tized video frames as described in Sec. III A. Both measu
tL and calculatedtL* decay quickly with increasing stati
pressure and are in excellent qualitative agreement with e
other. The dissolution time in the experiment was sligh
less than in the calculations for large overpressure.

3. Pulse repetition frequency

High-speed camera images were collected forp051,
1.5, and 2 bar, and PRF50.5, 1, 2, and 3 Hz. Figure 11
shows the images recorded at one half of the time for
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FIG. 10. Comparison of calculations and measurements of the bubble
time vsp0 . Measured lifetimetL ~diamonds! was determined from the pres
ence of hyperechogenicity inB-mode-images of the pipette. Calculated life
time tL* ~solid line! is shown for shock wave amplitudes that cover t
variation in the shock waves generated by this lithotripter.
1191Sapozhnikov et al.: Overpressure in lithotripsy
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second collapsetC/2. Charging potential was 18 kV. At zer
overpressure (p051 bar), all four rates produced a den
cluster of bubbles in water. By visual inspection, cluster d
sity appeared to increase with increased PRF. At 0.5
overpressure (p051.5 bar), bubbles were sparse at PR
50.5 and 1 Hz, but dense at 2 and 3 Hz. At overpressure
1 bar and above, the field was sparse for all the tested P
This result indicates that bubble lifetime was greater than
at atmospheric pressure, was in the range of 0.5–1.0 s a
bar, and was less than 0.33 s at 2 bar. These values agree
with the measured values in Fig. 10 and are slightly low
than the calculated values. The similarity indicates that
ultrasound is able to detect bubbles that cause cavitation
with the camera, and thatp0 and PRF can be used together
suppress cavitation.

The denser clouds at higher PRF had smaller bub
and longertC . In Fig. 12, a cavitation cluster created at 2 H
~top! is compared to that created at 3 Hz~bottom!. Maximum
on-axis bubble diameter was 1.860.2 mm at 1 Hz, 1.5
60.3 mm at 2 Hz, and 0.860.2 mm at 3 Hz. The larges
bubble was selected from six image sequences at each
quency. ThetC was 225635ms at 1 Hz, 336645ms at 2
Hz, and 430640ms at 3 Hz~six samples each!. Measure-
ment oftC was by PCD signal recorded simultaneously w
camera imaging. Collapse times determined from camera
ages agreed to within the interframe resolution of 50ms.

4. Stabilized bubbles

The appearance of a few bubbles following a sin
lithotripter pulse or atp052 bar and possible differences b
tween liquids warrant investigation of stabilizing effec
Apfel,21 Atchley and Prosperetti,40 and Crum41 among others
have developed a ‘‘crack and crevice model’’ for ho
bubbles trapped within solid particles are stabilized aga
overpressure, surface tension, and dissolution. Bubble s

FIG. 11. High speed images of the peak bubble cloud as a functio
overpressure and pulse repetition frequency~PRF!. At p051 bar ~top!,
bubbles did not dissolve between pulses and a dense bubble cluster
parent for all the PRFs getting more dense with increasing PRF. Atp0

52 bar ~bottom!, bubbles did dissolve between pulses and a sparse bu
cluster is apparent for all the clinical PRFs. Atp051.5 bar~center!, 2 and 3
Hz were fast enough rates to create a dense cluster, but 0.5 and 1 Hz
too slow. Hence, the lifetimetL at p051.5 bar was greater than (1 Hz)21

51 s but less than (2 Hz)2150.5 s. These images show that increased st
pressure and PRF can be used together to suppress cavitation.
1192 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2002
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lization particularly that by cracks in a solid is pertinent t
why overpressure suppresses damage to suspended cell
has little effect on kidney stone comminution.17,22,23,42

Stabilization of bubbles by cracks was investigated wi
a glass microscope slide before and after it cracked. T
PETE bottle pressure chamber33 was used, and the slide fit
across the diameter of the bottle as shown in Fig. 13. T
transparency of the glass enabled back lighting and visu
ization of the cluster of bubbles on both sides of the slid
Figure 13 shows camera images of the cluster produced
p051 bar ~top! and atp054 bar ~bottom! before ~left! and
after ~right! a crack formed in the glass slide. Charging po
tential was 18 kV, and PRF was 1 Hz. Atp051 bar, a dense
cluster of bubbles was seen in both cases. The cluster
slightly bulbous at the interface with the glass. The crack c
be seen in the center of the bulge. Atp054 bar, no bubbles
were seen on the crack-free glass~left! or in the free-field
surrounding the cracked glass. But at the crack, bubbles
be seen. These data indicate that overpressure suppre
cavitation in the free field but not at the crack in this soli
object. It is important to note that the crack shown in th
image was caused by shock wave treatment while the sl
was immersed in the water within the lithotripter tub. Thu
the crack could not have been filleda priori with gas. It
appears, therefore, that the crack may have served to attr
then stabilize cavitation nuclei.

of

ap-
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c

FIG. 12. Cavitation cluster created at 2 Hz~top! and 3 Hz~bottom!. The
width of the image is 29 mm. The denser cloud, created at higher P
contained smaller bubbles. The time to bubble collapse was also longe
Sapozhnikov et al.: Overpressure in lithotripsy
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

It is now well established that a typical clinical exposu
of 2000 lithotripter pulses causes collateral damage, pri
rily vascular trauma, to the kidney.2 The precise physica
acoustic mechanisms responsible for this injury have ye
be determined, but there is good evidence to suggest
cavitation is involved. During SWL, cavitation has been d
tected in vivo by ultrasonography38 and single transduce
PCD.7 In recent studies simultaneous dual-PCD andB-mode
ultrasound followed by dual-source high intensity focus
ultrasound to mark the interrogation site, were used to
finitively localize cavitation bubble activity to the rena
parenchyma.43 It has also been shown that renal injury
pigs is dramatically reduced when shock waves are adm
tered using a pressure-release insert that suppre
cavitation.10 Taken together, these data strongly support
idea that lithotripter shock waves produce cavitationin vivo,
and that bubble activity plays a role in tissue damage.

Cavitation is also strongly implicated as a mechani
involved in stone fragmentation in SWL.In vitro studies
have shown that damage to stones is dramatically redu
when the stones are treated while immersed in visc
media5 or when shock waves are administered at overp
sure sufficient to eliminate cavitation.41

If, as such studies suggest, cavitation contributes bot
stone fragmentation and to tissue damage, strategies to

FIG. 13. Images~3.8 cm per side! of the bubble cluster produced atp0

51 bar~top! and atp054 bar~bottom! before~left! and after~right! a crack
formed in the glass slide. At 4 bar the cavitation was suppressed in
free-field but was persistent at the crack. Charging potential was 18 kV,
PRF was 1 Hz.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2002
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trol bubble activity could be very useful, especially if it we
possible to find conditions that inhibit kidney trauma witho
interfering with stone comminution. Our observations help
explain how overpressure and PRF influence cavitation.
show that cavitation is dramatically affected by the prese
of nuclei from previous shock waves, and that increas
overpressure and reduced PRF allow those cavita
bubbles that are not stabilized by interactions with solid s
faces to dissolve between pulses.

Numerically, the time history of a bubble subjected to
lithotripter pulse was modeled from a synthesis of models
Church24 and by Epstein and Plesset.26 Rapid growth and
collapse of the bubble was calculated with a numeri
solution24 of the Gilmore equation.25 In this time of rapid
motion of the air–water interface gas diffusion was appro
mated by Eller and Flynn’s model30 in which the thickness of
the diffusion layer of the gas in the fluid is very small. A
longer time, the thickness of the diffusion layer of gas cou
not be neglected, but the bubble radial velocity could. Th
the equation by Epstein and Plesset26 was used. The calcu
lated lifetimetL* of a bubble was found to be fairly insens
tive to initial bubble radiusR0 in the range 1–10mm, be-
cause gas influx was much greater than initial gas constan
the bubble. LifetimetL* was sensitive to static pressurep0

and the peak acoustic driving pressurep1 , because in our
wave form increasedp1 meant increased peak negative pre
surep2 . Other factors are gas concentration in solutionf and
the diffusion coefficientD that depends on temperature a
type of gas and liquid. These factors vary amongin vitro and
in vivo samples, and the effect of tissue constraint on
model has been described by Zhonget al.9 Calculated bubble
lifetime tL* and the duration of the growth and collapse cyc
tC* are shortened by increasing static pressurep0 .

Lifetimes tL for bubbles created by lithotripter pulse
were measured byB-mode ultrasound and by high-spee
camera. Lithotripter pulses created hyperechogenic reg
in water within pipette bulbs. The disappearance of the
perechogenic region was measured versusp0 and compared
very well to the calculatedtL* . The lifetime of hyper-
echogenic regions atp051 bar has previously been shown
be comparablein vivo and in vitro;38,43 although in somein
vivo locations, hyperecho is washed out of the region of
terest by blood perfusion before bubbles dissolve.33 High-
speed camera images indicated that a dense cavitation cl
appeared when the time between shock waves~1/PRF! was
less than the bubble lifetime (tL). MeasuredtL and calcu-
lated tL* were found to agree very well and both showed
sharp decay with increased static pressurep0 . However,
measured lifetimes were reduced more strongly by overp
sure than was predicted by calculatedtL* . Our model as-
sumed symmetric pulsation of a single bubble and did
account for bubble fragmentation. Thus the presence o
cluster of small bubbles was neglected. The equilibriu
bubble radius may have been smaller because of asymm
in collapse and splintering of one bubble into many daugh
bubbles. Measurements withB-mode ultrasound showed tha
the hyperechoic region was brighter, larger, and denser w
subsequent lithotripter pulses and with increasing P
Larger bubbles are more likely to collapse nonspherica

e
nd
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and break into smaller bubbles, which then grow. An
crease in the number of bubbles after each shock wave w
contribute to the brighter, larger, denser cluster. The v
presence of several other bubbles may reduce both the
diffusion into each bubble, as several bubbles compete
the gas dissolved in the fluid, and the pressure and ine
driving the growth and collapse of each bubble, as the clu
itself changes the compressibility of the fluid bubble mixtu
Our measurements with the high-speed camera indicated
clusters were denser, bubbles were smaller, and colla
times longer at higher PRF. The measurements suggest
reduction of gas diffusion into each bubble, reduction of flu
outward motion, and reduction of pressure driving bub
collapse were the dominant effects of increased cluster d
sity.

High-speed camera images showed that bubbles in
free field were considerably more sensitive to overpress
than those that formed along a crack in the glass slide use
a target. Thus, our observations support the concept21,40,41

that bubbles appear to be stabilized by contact with cra
and crevices. Such stabilization of bubbles could expl
why modest overpressure reduces damage to cells in sus
sion, but minimally suppresses stone fragmentation.17

Our observations imply that control of PRF and ove
pressure could be used to improve SWL in the clinical s
ting. In conventional lithotripsy treatment, low PRF may
used to allow bubble dissolution between pulses and thu
suppress cavitationin vivo. However, the duration of a lithot
ripsy procedure is limited by the rate of lithotripter pul
delivery. A treatment of 2000 pulses at 1 Hz requires over
min. Modest overpressure~1–3 bar! accelerates the dissolu
tion of unstabilized bubbles such as those that can develo
the vasculature. Thus, it should be possible to use fa
treatment rates without an increase in tissue damage. S
irregularities and cracks in the surface of kidney stones h
the potential to stabilize bubbles against overpressure
seems feasible that application of modest overpressure c
reduce cavitation-mediated damage to tissue without inter
ing with the role that bubble activity plays in stone comm
nution.
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